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The biggest challenge in planning a collections area is 

dealing with future uncertainty: How will collections grow 

over time? Could collecting priorities shift in a few years?  

Will that long-planned expansion ever get the green light?

Although it’s still important to make well-informed 

estimates, the Spacesaver Viking Preservation Cabinet 

920 Series allows for complete flexibility as time goes 

by. With a reconfigurable interior and a sturdy, modular 

frame, the Spacesaver 920 Series offers a unique 

combination of versatility and strength.

VIKING PRESERVATION CABINET: 920 SERIES

S t o r a g e

VERSATILITY BUILT IN.

RECONFIGURE AS YOUR NEEDS CHANGE

IT’S MORE THAN A CABINET. IT’S A COMMITMENT.

Fill it with trays today, and years down the road, after collections have grown or changed, the cabinet interiors 
can be reconfigured with drawers, hanging rods, or other accessories.

A cabinet represents a significant investment, not only on your part, but also on ours. Made in the USA of 
heavy-duty steel, the Spacesaver 920 Series offers complete flexibility and proven performance in even the 
most extreme conditions. We design and manufacture our full line of museum products under one roof to 
ensure seamless customer service and coordination with tradespeople and other vendors. And when you need 
assistance with project planning, product installation, and maintenance and service, our in-house experts work 
closely with your local distributor to ensure your satisfaction.
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An investment in high-quality museum cabinets is an investment in the future of your collections. 
That’s why Spacesaver is committed to bringing you the best value, unsurpassed customer service, 
and cabinets that can adapt as your collections grow and change over the decades. 

Our in-house teams work closely with your local distributor to provide unparalleled  
customer service over the life of your product. 

Contact us today to connect with the museum storage experts.
Spacesaver.com  |  800.492.3434

VERSATILITY BUILT IN.

Design your cabinets to optimize space, provide room 
to grow, and promote efficiency throughout 
the collections area–now and in the future. 
Interchangeable cabinet liners allow for 
complete flexibility and the right 
accessories for your collection.

STANDARD DIMENSIONS

MOUNTING OPTIONS

WIDTH 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 60”

18”, 24”, 30”, 36”

42”, 60”, 72”, 84”, 96”

DEPTH

HEIGHT

Stacked Bolted Side to Side Stationary Mobile Carriages Caster Bases

A FLEXIBLE FUTURE: BUILDING YOUR CABINETS 


